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In this tutorial, you will learn how to write a Node.js-based web server that hosts a “master”
client and returns the HTML code that renders a video player serving as a “slave” client.

var appeditor
= require('express').express();
Code

Songle Player
Current time:
app.set('view engine', 'pug');
10443 [ms]
app.get('/time', function (req, res) {
var SW = require('songle-widget');
var p = new SW.Player(options);
Execution results
res.render('index', { "t": p.position });
});
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Fig. 1. The DeployGround framework features 1) a pseudo-runtime environment, 2) an adaptive boilerplate, and 3) a reversible software engineering
feature for interactive coding tutorials, which altogether streamlines learning
APIs on playgrounds and developing and deploying applications.

Abstract—Interactive web pages for learning programming
languages and application programming interfaces (APIs), called
“playgrounds,” allow programmers to run and edit example codes
in place. Despite the benefits of this live programming experience,
programmers need to leave the playground at some point and restart the development from scratch in their own programming
environments. This paper proposes “DeployGround,” a framework for creating web-based tutorials that streamlines learning
APIs on playgrounds and developing and deploying applications.
As a case study, we created a web-based tutorial for browserbased and Node.js-based JavaScript APIs. A preliminary user
study found appreciation of the streamlined and social workflow
of the DeployGround framework.
Index Terms—Coding tutorials; online learning; API playground; live programming; programming experience

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is not easy for programmers to learn new programming
languages and application programming interfaces (APIs).
Prior research has extensively investigated how to design
learnable languages [1] and APIs [2], but only recently has
the research community started to discuss the effectiveness of
the online learning resources for coding [3], such as interactive tutorials, web references, massive open online courses
Author copy distributed at the author’s website.

(MOOCs), educational games, and creative platforms. Web
references and MOOCs courses such as API documentations
and step-by-step introductions are often provided in read-only
formats, in that they consist of text and optional multimedia
content, such as images of input and output data and screen
recordings of programming environments. To try out the tutorial content, learners need to switch back and forth between
the tutorial and their programming environments.
Recent web-based tutorials avoid this frequent context
switching by incorporating code editors into web pages, allowing the learners to practice live programming with the language
or API without installing anything on their computers. A set
of such features is often called a “playground,” because it
constitutes a sandboxed environment in which the learners
can play with the target language or libraries (e.g., Khan
Academy [4], TypeScript [5], and Vimeo API [6]).
Although the playground approach has significant advantages over the conventional read-only tutorial, programmers
developing applications need to leave the web-based playgrounds and restart the development in their own programming
environments. This tedious transition is usually handled by
the learners and is not supported by the tutorials. This paper
proposes DeployGround, a framework for creating web-based
tutorials that streamlines learning APIs on playgrounds and
developing and deploying applications (Figure 1).
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section introduces prior work on web-based coding
tutorials. More thorough reviews of the related work including
research on executable documents [7], [8] and live programming [9]–[13] can be found on the web1 .
While there is much work on creating tutorials for various
purposes [14]–[17], there is only a handful of work specialized
in creating interactive coding tutorials. Harms et al. explored
automatic generation of interactive step-by-step tutorials by
transforming each sentence of example codes into a step [18].
Tutoron [19] allows one to write micro-explanations of code
and allows learners to read them automatically inserted next to
example code on the web. Codepourri [20] allows annotation
of the history of program executions through which learners
can navigate to learn the program behavior. Our work does
not provide tools for creating a new kind of tutorials as these
1 DeployGround

website. https://junkato.jp/deployground

